Immigration Process - Entry Requirements
A. Arrival via AIRPORT/AIR:
It is advisable for all arriving crew/pax to travel with a letter from their employer, stating details of
traveler and reason to travel to Aruba (eg.: “to join ship X in Aruba”). Furthermore, the
agency should issue ok to board letters for crew traveling to Aruba, for which the agency
should receive all travel itineraries in advance. This okay to board letter should be hand carried
while traveling to Aruba.
For vessels staying in port 48 hours or less, crew (with valid seaman book) do NOT require
visa's to travel to Aruba and for joining the vessel in ARUBA. For arriving crew staying in
ARUBA longer than 48 hours (even if staying on board), visa's are required for certain countries.
See below list for visa required countries:

Visa application can not be done in Aruba. It must be initiated in the country of origin, at the
Royal Dutch Embassy. Application must be for a Caribbean (Aruba) visa. A MULTIPLE entry

Schengen visa is also valid in Aruba. Required documents to present to Embassy/Consulate for
visa application are as follows:
- Letter from employer stating that crew will travel to Aruba, as crew, to join an ocean going
vessel (state vessel name, if possible);
- Valid passport;
- Visa invitation letter from agent.
It is advised to apply for a visa min. 2 weeks before travel (for some Embassies even longer). If
visa’s are granted for a certain period and the crew members overstay this period in Aruba (for
example: if the vessel stays longer than was anticipated), the agency is able to apply for an
extension of the visa through to local Ministry of Foreign Affairs or the Immigrations Department,
in ARUBA.

B. Arrival via SHIP/SEA:
For those crew arriving via Sea on a ship, they will be granted an “automatic” entry (no visa’s
required), even if the crews are from visa required countries and the ship stays longer that 48
hours. Your agent will take care of the required procedures for this “automatic” entry.
This passport procedure is also applicable for off signers in Aruba. Your agent will collect the
passports when the vessel arrives, to have them scanned at harbor immigrations (scanned “in”)
and to have the immigrations form processed (stub should be kept in the passport for airport
clearance !). When the crewmembers depart via the airport, the crewmember passports are
again scanned by Airport immigrations (scanned “out”), and so the procedure is completed.

